
Fab Lab Project 
 
Object Name: Cribbage Board 
 
Process: Students use Internet Explorer to find an image they want on their cribbage board and 
download it.  They then use Adobe Illustrator to make the image in a way that is appropriate to 
laser on the cribbage board.  The students create a template in Aspire to drill the cribbage 
boards on the mini-mill.  Blank boards are cut from composite decking or another suitable 
material and the edges routed.  Students take their blank boards and put them in the mini-mill. 
There they learn about setting zero for the x, y, and z axis - a wonderful lead-in to geometry. 
They learn to start the program and monitor the drilling process.  When the boards are complete 
students take the boards to the laser engraver where their image is lasered on to them.  Then 
they take their finished boards, and along with purchased pegs and cards, learn to play 
cribbage.  Cribbage is a wonderful game for elementary students as it has lots of counting and 
looking at combinations, building basic math skills.  It is a game for two players and they learn to 
help each other.  It is also an activity they can do on their own, not a teacher intensive activity. 
 
Size: Cribbage boards are about 7” x 4” x 1” 
 
Machine Time: Time in the mini-mill is about 10 minutes which includes sticking the blank board 
to the sacrificial board, zeroing the axis, and drilling. Time for students to prepare their image 
using Illustrator can’t be predicted, but it is assumed that each student will have access to a 
Mac or Windows PC.  We have not identified an image processing software that will work on a 
ChromeBook or iPad.  Time in the laser can range from 10 to 25 minutes depending on the 
complexity and size of the image. 
 
Cost: Cost of the cribbage board blanks is about $5.00, and pegs cheap in big bags.  Cards 
may be obtained free from casinos. 
 
Variations: depending on funding available cribbage boards come in many different designs 
from small to large.  Students may also be offered the opportunity to paint their image on the 
board before drilling as an art class project. 
 
It fits into curriculum…….  Cribbage is a game of counting that all ages may learn, and is a 
game that students may play on their own in groups of two once they learn the rules.  Research 
shows that proficiency is developed by repetition, and that play is a fun way to promote 
repetition.  Therefore, turning the process of learning to count into fun is a great way to learn. 
Additionally, students learn Illustrator software, a huge help for things they will do later in the 
lab.  Lastly, they learn geometry through the process of zeroing the block in the machine and 
relating zero to their drawing and block.  Thinking spatially is an important skill. 
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